
Garvey R5
executive & conference swivel seating

designed by Bill Raftery
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introduction

Bill Raftery, Raftery Design Inc.

In 1968 Bill Raftery attended Pratt 

Institute in New York City where he 

received a Bachelor’s Degree in 

Industrial Design.

His body of work has come to 

include Executive, Manager and 

Ergonomic Task Seating designs for 

companies such as Tuohy, Council, 

HBF, Superior, Paoli, JOFCO, Taylor, 

HAG and the Jasper Group.
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Garvey R5’s soft curved back and thick 
cushion seat redefine the meaning of 
comfort. For conference or private office, 
Garvey R5 is designed for comfort and 
mobility.
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executive or casual

Choose:
the back that fits the environment
the height that matches the user 
the arm that supports the task
the base that works best for the project
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polished aluminum
loop arm with 
polyurethane pads

A sleek, premium look can be 
achieved with Garvey R5’s 
polished aluminum arms, 
which pairs perfectly with the 
aluminum base.
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Garvey R5 is offered in six models, with 
many aesthetic and functional features 
from which to choose: back styles, back 
heights, arm options, base colors, 
mechanisms and caster styles. 
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statement of line

6 models

2 back designs

management mid back
executive high back

5 arm styles

2 base styles

2 caster styles

swivel tilt
synchro w/ 
seat slider

adjustable back
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garvey back style
executive swivel tilt
aluminum loop arm

garvey back style
executive swivel tilt
aluminum loop arm w/PU pad

garvey back style
management swivel tilt
aluminum loop arm

garvey back style
management swivel tilt
aluminum loop arm w/PU pad

product offering

R5 back style
executive swivel tilt
Aluminum C arm w/ arm cap

R5 back style
executive swivel tilt 
adjustable T arm

R5 back style
management swivel tilt
Aluminum C arm w/ arm cap

R5 back style
management swivel tilt
adjustable T arm

R5 back style
executive swivel tilt (management swivel tilt not shown)
Polyurethane C arm
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garvey vs garvey R5

Two aesthetics with the 
same plush comfort
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product offering

garvey back style

rounded, contoured look and feel

single needle top stitch upholstery detail

tailored, contemporary aesthetics 

synchro, swivel tilt mechanisms

R5 back style

pillowed cushion back for added comfort

false welt upholstery detail

loose back upholstery for casual aesthetic

synchro, swivel tilt, seat slider, adjustable back height 
mechanisms
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back heights

Offered in both high back and 
mid back heights, Garvey R5 is 
well suited for executive and 
management applications. The 
seat and back are contoured to 
provide extra comfort as well as 
lumbar support.
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back styles
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garvey back style

refined, contemporary design

contoured back curves around 
loop arm

tailored upholstery with single 
needle top stitch detail
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seat & back styles
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R5 back style

loose back upholstery for added 
comfort

false welt upholstery detail

adjustable back and optional seat 
depth slide

back design allows for multiple 
arm styles

seat & back styles
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aluminum loop arm with 
polyurethane pads

The pads are designed with a low 
profile and soft rounded edges for 
comfort.
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arm styles
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aluminum loop arm

Clean lines with a modern 
aesthetic make Garvey R5 seating 
adaptable to most environment.
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arm styles
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aluminum arm w/ arm cap

The arm cap is designed for added 
comfort with cushion providing 
impact resistance to surface edges 
and contoured hand grip.
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arm styles
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polyurethane arm

The polyurethane arm is a one 
piece molded component with 
integrated hand grip that also 
serves to protect work surfaces 
with which it comes into contact.
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arm styles
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Adjustable T arm

The adjustable T arm is designed 
for increased comfort and 
ergonomic support for many user 
body types.
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arm styles
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modern aesthetic

The polished aluminum 
arms mold around around 
to the back creating a 
polished look.
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arm styles
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summary of features
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mechanism selection

arm selection

black polyurethane aluminum

black nylon 
hard wheel

grey urethane
soft wheel

base selection

caster selection

swivel tilt synchro

product offering

aluminum loop aluminum loop w/ 
polyurethane arm cap

aluminum C-arm w/ 
polyurethane arm cap

polyurethane C-arm adjustable T-arm

mechanisms

R5 model
synchro  w/ seat slider // swivel tilt
adjustable back

garvey model
synchro // swivel tilt
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available December 2018
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Additional resources can be 
found at jsifurniture.com
(click here!)

http://www.jsifurniture.com/pdf/j_protocol_lit.pdf
http://www.jsifurniture.com/pdf/j_protocol_lit.pdf

